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Abstract

International ports serve and expedited interaction between nations. Building a modern international port city and advanced society dwellers within it heavily depends on socially sustainable development, and on the level of social resilience of its residents. The rapid development of an international port city cannot disregard many foreign interests in the City’s decision making; therefore, the lack of a culture of nationalism is investigated. This paper tries to portray that building social resilience is hand-in-hand with building a culture of nationalism, and it exists in the international port city setting such as the City of Batam. A mixed method analysis is used to get determinants of social resilience and nationalism. It is used a systematic review of peer-reviewed academic journal articles published between 2013 and 2018 to scope and synthesize assessment criteria; then it is compared with the quality of socio-cultural life condition from the survey and in-depth interview. The analysis results show a correlation between economic and political powers and building the local identity and culture of nationalism. In the context of being local, being national, and being "other" in the regional area, this study also shows that building a culture of nationalism is related to socially sustainable development, and nationalism is not correlated with the place of living but to the efforts of citizen participation in sustainable development. Therefore, building social resilience is also building a culture of nationalism, and it makes an international port city distinctly unique despite its internationalism characteristic.
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1. Introduction

The City of Batam in Indonesia has been designed from its preliminary development in the 1970s to be a modern international port city (Badan Pengusahaan Batam, 2014). Many foreign investors who have the economic power in the city do not only give internationalism color to the city but also lead to the city’s cultural transformation. This condition has also enriched the multicultural condition in the City of Batam in which there is no dominant ethnic group in the city or specific culture to be followed as generally happened in other cities in Indonesia. But, on top of that, the adopted internationalism condition often leads to an understatement of the lack of Indonesian culture.

The geographical location of the city in the vicinity of Singapore and Johor Bahru, Malaysia also gives another burden to this island city to show its specific identity of being part of Indonesia. Not only its border location, the condition of being the third busiest entrance gate into Indonesia, makes the interaction between nations is considered very high. Such interaction is believed directly affect the lifestyle adoption that either supplement in one hand or derogate the Indonesian culture on the other hand.

To show a strong Indonesia sovereignty in the city, ideally, a bright and distinctive Indonesian nationalism should also be displayed by the city dwellers, despite its geolocation in the border area as well as global-multiculturalism that unavoidably attached with the nature of an international port. The tagline of the City of Batam itself, i.e., "building a port city with advanced society in terms of thinking, spirituality, and material
wealth" that locally referred as Bandar Madani deals with sustainable development and social resilience. Therefore, the question lays not only on the city society’s identity in the local, national, and regional context in relation on the culture of nationalism but also on how the development has affected the social resilience condition and whether there is any relationship in building the culture of nationalism.

2. Literature Review

There are two concepts on socially sustainable development highlighted in this paper, i.e., social resilience and the culture of nationalism. The combination of both will lead to a higher level of social development. In this case, we based the terminology of sustainable social development as the situation perceived as social well-being and social opportunity that guaranteed by adequate public involvement fostering fast and participatory economic growth, usually in the provision of primary education, health care, social security, and other related fields (Dreze & Sen, 1999).

We based our opinion on social resilience as to how the community attached to its social background and its effort to survive (Fröhlich & Gioli, 2015). Basically, social resilience is a conceptual framework to understand the risks and facing changes and how the local community can adapt towards and bouncing back from disruptive events (Adger, 2000). Moreover, social resilience should be seen with evolutionary perspective as the ability of complex socio-ecological systems to change, adapt, and crucially transform in response to stresses and strains, yet it still maintains the system's ability to grow (Community and Regional Resilience Institute, 2013). In this research, social resilience refers to the building of the culture of nationalism based on the analysis utilizing the interconnected structural-processual-cultural elements that work as the foundation of the quality of socio-cultural life condition (Wirutomo, 2014 and 2016, as shown in Figure 1). The quality of socio-cultural life condition itself is the interaction of structural-processual-cultural elements that can be found in the society by analyzing the facts and the residents’ opinion on the development result, as well as their perception on the culture of nationalism.

![Figure 1. Social Resilience towards a Culture of Nationalism based on the Interaction of Structural-Processual-Cultural Elements](image)

Renan mentioned that nationalism is usually being perceived as willingness to unity without coercion based on collective interest to create a national identity (in Jati, 2017). In addition to that, promoting community rights in a specific span of territories (Jati, 2017), or even detailing the image of a Nation State by creating a national identity of being part of a nation or having a social bond following Clifford Geertz’s idea (Bošković, 2002) is also considered as a nationalism condition. The idea of a nation state is using the national bond as national interest and national identity to mobilize the nation (Bloom, 1990), or representation of ideas and values towards self-determination (Smith, 1991), as well as a part of global-multiculturalism (Kellas, 1998) driven by foreign policy decision making to ensure peace relationship between nation (Mylonas & Kuo, 2018). In Indonesia, nationalism is usually perceived as one of the basic state principles that cannot be separated from Soekarno’s ideas. As the Founding Father, Soekarno mentioned that the nation foundation should not be separated from science, willingness, and action of the people (Soekarno, 2006).

Specifically, Soekarno (2006) states that people, by the collective agreement, are understandable may able to create a nation. Moreover, nationalism was described as the collective will of the nation, or in Soekarno’s terminology as “nationals geest – nationals wil – nationals daad”. Based on his assumption, in order to activate
the collective will of the nation, there should be a culture in which one should have the knowledge (of science) and the understanding and the acknowledgment that will create willingness to accept, and the most critical thing the willingness to act according to the shared knowledge, understanding and acknowledgment. Nationalism will then have a broader context of knowledge in which the leader of the nation should activate it into national action based on the generated collective will (Soekarno, 2006). Summing up, Indonesia’s nationalism is a creation of collective knowledge from diverse communities in Indonesia in which multiculturalism in Indonesia is beyond ethnicity, religion, and race. Hence, it should not be chauvinism but a culture that should be able to activate social justice for all people that along with time will become a national will.

3. Methods

A mixed method analysis is used to get to know the condition of social resilience and the culture of nationalism and their relation to sustainable social development in the City of Batam. This research is using the synthesis techniques by analyzing systematic review gathered from literature data of peer-reviewed academic journal articles gathered from the e-resources of the Indonesian National Library. These literature databases are generated from the data within the time frame of 2013-2018, under the combination of search terms, i.e., nationalism, social resilience, and development. This literature generation is to scope and synthesize assessment criteria that will be compared and contrasted with the results from the survey conducted in the City of Batam.

The survey itself is a combined close and open-ended question. The Likert-scale questionnaire is used to determine the resident’s perception of development results, while the open-ended questions allow getting an in-depth interview with the target residents of the City of Batam. The questions are based on the Planet sections of United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2015) that intended to seek pieces of evidence explicitly on three categories: environment health and degradation, sustainable consumption and production, and supports for living and employment, as well as the supplementary maritime aspects to reflect the local geographic condition. In addition to that, to increase our knowledge on the society’s perception on nationalism, we also add a section on the attachment of the City of Batam residents to the place where they are living in as well as the their opinion on being local, being national, as well as being “other” in the context of the regional condition.

The results of both set of data are then analyzed by using Wirutomo’s structural-processual-cultural elements approach (Wirutomo, 2016) to determine the quality of socio-cultural life that might lead to sustainable social development that has impacts in building the culture of nationalism. The compare and contrast of these analyses will determine the condition of developing social resilience and building a culture of nationalism in the City of Batam, Indonesia.

4. Results

The synthesis from the English language peer-reviewed academic journal articles that have been gathered using search variances of social resilience, nationalism, and social development within the time frame of 2013-2018 listed 146 results by relevance. The results of essential terminologies emerged as best practices and lesson learned listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Social Resilience Adoption and Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social supports (Guarnacci, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social relationships, social complexity (Connon, 2017), social contracts (Tsai, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social impact assessment (Hansen et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Transformation and Efforts for Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social innovations (Kluvánková et al., 2018) &amp; regeneration (Beel et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social networks and local culture (Miller &amp; Pescaroli, 2018) addressing the cultural and institutional forces that work to reinforce inequality and marginalization (Shah, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social roles (Druza &amp; Peveri, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capacities of knowledge transmission (Connon, 2017) and redistribution (Shah &amp; Lopes Cardozo, 2014) including the connection to the global situation (Stenbacka &amp; Bygdell, 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationalism</th>
<th>Security and justice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• State control that allows efficient and effective distribution (Tsai, 2018); transforms nature from a constraining externality into an integral part of social analysis and transformation (Hoffmann, 2018);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where many stakeholders build knowledge and capabilities (Noboa & Upham, 2018)

- Diversity acknowledgment (Shah & Lopes Cardozo, 2014) and public engagement (Delina, 2018)
- Social safety and security (Hayland, 2018); cross-border cooperation (Castanho et al., 2018); and public participation (Ganbold & Ali, 2017) in transnational settings (Heinderyckx, 2015)

**Good environmental governance**
- The socioecological system in which knowledge, practice, and beliefs coevolve: culture is a crucial factor in their generation and persistence (von Heland & Folke, 2014) and involving indigeneity (Zimmerer, 2015)
- The sense of place (Dukpa et al., 2018)

**Good urban conflict and crisis management (including media literacy)**
- Knowledge transmission between diversifying social groups (Connon, 2017)
- Mitigation (Hirsch, 2015) and crisis alertness including Development Forced Displacement and Resettlement (Wilmsen & Webber, 2015); and towards minorities such as children (Hoang et al., 2015)

**Democratic stability (leadership)**
- Key opinion leaders in the networks and identifies channels of resources/information (Guarnacci, 2016)
- Redistribution of educational opportunities and welfare access (Shah & Lopes Cardozo, 2014)

**Appropriate social development policies**
- Understanding of Social Innovations (Kluvánková et al., 2018)
- Determination of the vital development trajectories (Kluvánková et al., 2018), understanding the city as a whole to understand resilience (Walters, 2015)
- Determine the adaptive or transformative character of Social Innovations (Kluvánková et al., 2018) and develop full potential social-spatial perspective (Bridge, 2018)
- Adoption a multi-systemic approach: local cultural practices, a capacity of local people to take control (Miller & Pescaroli, 2018)
- Strategic social impact assessment (Hansen et al., 2016)

From the synthesis analysis, we get the determinants of building social resilience and the determinants of building a culture of nationalism that related to sustainable social development. The determinants of building social resilience consist of social transformation and efforts for transformation, as well as social resilience adoption and adaptation. On the other hand, there are five determinants of nationalism, i.e., security and justice, good environmental governance, good urban conflict management (including media literacy), and democratic stability, as well as appropriate social development policies.

| Table 2. Pieces of evidence-based of the Planet sections of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals |
|----------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| **Sub-sections**                | **Considered Important Determinants**                                                              |
| Environmental health and degradation |  - Clean water management  
  - Sanitation management  
  - Solid waste management  
  - Liquid waste management, and  
  - Environmental protection |
| Sustainable consumption and production |  - Employment and Employment opportunities  
  - Access to make a decent living  
  - Access to social welfare  
  - Support toward innovation  
  - Maritime aspects for sustainable development |
| Supports for living and employment |  - Investments  
  - Job training and Skill training  
  - Workforce policies  
  - Development policies |
The second set of data from 110 samples was generated from a survey in the City of Batam. We use the determinants on the Planet sections of United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to get some pieces of evidence-based explicitly on three categories: environmental health and degradation; sustainable consumption and production; and supports for living and employment. These original SDGs’ determinants are listed in Table 2, that we include specifically the maritime aspects of sustainable development to suit the local geographic condition.

During the survey, we asked the respondents to answer a Likert-scale questionnaire that gives the range of 1 (bad), 2 (not too bad), 3 (good), 4 (very good), to 5 (excellent). There is an average of 20% informants who give 1 or 2 scales and answer everything at least 3 (good) for each question. The most reliable result is on access to make a decent living category in sustainable consumption and production sub-sections where 35% of informants consider it as excellent. However, when we probe into the mentioned three categories, we get a more holistic idea on the residents’ opinion on the place where they are living as well as their place in it.

In environmental health and degradation section, we tried to find out the informants opinion on the management of clean water, sanitation, wastes management, and environmental protection. The informants' satisfaction in this section is due to a series of local government policies that are adequately implemented. The status of the city as an international port give support to the implementation of sound environmental management since the city strives to its best to attract investment for its exclusive economic zone. However, the results show that a healthy environmental condition seems to be focused on the city center and the industrial zone. The main concern is in the suburban area that farther away from the city center, as well as the small islands surrounding the three big islands in the City of Batam that may not have the luxury of proper environmental management. The informants, even though state their satisfaction on necessities especially on the service of clean water, sanitation, waste management in the island, ask for better quality services. They are also very conscious of plastic and hazardous waste in the coastal area drifted by the sea-current or dumped in the international waters. The informants agree that it is challenging to control plastic or hazardous waste without adequately sufficient land and sea patrols and law enforcement.

For the sustainable consumption and production section, we tried to find out the informants’ opinion on the employment condition and employment opportunities, the access to make a decent living, the access to social welfare, the support toward innovations, as well as the maritime aspects for sustainable development. Many informants were questioning maritime development. We often heard the complaints on there are no direct strategies to support maritime-related industries and development. Despite the economic downturn, the maritime-economic side still has some opportunities and make the City of Batam is considered better than other Indonesian cities in the western region. However, most of the informants also mentioned the need to support and develop the tourism industry, specifically for the Meeting, Incentive, Conference, and Exhibition purposes, water sports and coastal tourism. In addition to that, based on the demographic condition in which 74% of the residents of Batam are the young generation, the digital and internet-based business is another choice for consideration, especially since the City of Batam is the internet backbone of Indonesia. Ensuring the City of Batam’s sustainable consumption and production is essential according to all informants, to keep the identity of the city as one of the most progressive cities in Indonesia. Therefore, continuous innovation is one way to keep the progress is going on as well as to increase social welfare and access to quality living.

In the supports for living and employment section, we tried to find out the informants opinion on the investments climate, job training and skill training, workforce policies, and development policies. The City of Batam still has the Free Trade Area section, where the foreign investors can get various benefits. However, the investment climate is declining, and the informants blame the current direct competition from Johor Bahru, besides questioning the unstable workforce policies. The shift of development from the industrial city to become ordinary metropolitan is one of the biggest concerns. However, the informants are mentioning that there is a more workforce skill on demand for tourism, hospitality, and digital business beside the conventional electronics as well as shipyard and shipbuilding industries. Some private enterprises in cooperation with the local community college have tried to offer skill training, but the informants considered that it is not enough.

For additional information on the attachment of the City of Batam residents to the place where they are living, we asked on whether they are still willing to stay in the City of Batam and their opinion on this matter. The data shows that more than halves of the residents of the City of Batam are coming from other areas in Indonesia. The results show that despite the current decreasing economic condition, 72% percent of the informants are willing to stay since they have considered Batam as their hometown. Consequently, they are willing to take care of the City, both physical and social environment. Most informants consider themselves as “Batam people,” and it is distinctively different from other nearby cities due to its multiculturalism and they are very proud with the
identity as the international port city as well as the rapid modern development of the City. However, they do question the central government policy on national food resilience that limits the availability of fresh food grown or gathered locally. In their opinion, such a policy limits the people resilience and chance to get a quality of living. By the quality of living, the informants refer it to the level of quality of living in Singapore as the benchmark. Other countries in Asia are considered not essential or have the level of quality of living standard below Singapore's.

The analysis findings (shown in Table 3) show that 80% of respondents mentioned that sustainable consumption and production is considered as the most important, then it is followed by environmental health and degradation (58%) and supports for living and employment (76.25%). It also shows that access to better living and social welfares, and innovations, will lead to sustainable consumption and production.

Table 3. Determinants on Building Sustainable Development from the Qualitative Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Determinants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sustainable Development based on the Place Section of SDGs | • Sustainable consumption and production is considered more important than environmental health and environmental degradation or supports for living and employment  
• Access to a better living and social welfares, and innovations will lead to sustainable consumption and production  
• The communities are open to change and transformation that may lead to access to a better living and social welfares, and welcome innovations related to both physical and social development, and  
• Nationalism is not correlated with the place of living but to the efforts of citizen participation in the development. |

In addition to that, the survey shows that the residents are open to change and transformation that may point towards access to better living and social welfares, and welcome innovations related to both physical and social development. From the qualitative data, the informants also stressed out that nationalism is more on the joint-effort and participation in the development through many ways, including working hard, paying taxes, and keep the good relationship with the citizens of other countries.

5. Discussion

In the City of Batam beside the applicable rules and regulations, the restrictive limited physical environment is the structural element (S) which is the novelty in comparison with the previous researches. The Cultural Element (C) or a system of values, norms, beliefs, customs that are internalized by individuals, communities, or members of the community to form a pattern of attitudes and behavior as part of the adopted culture has been derived from the special designation city with its Free Trade Zone and involved facilities. The Processual Elements (P) is the dynamics of informal and day-to-day interactions among community members who have not been formally structured or cultured, where expressions, discussions, negotiations of different aspirations occur dynamically, which is mainly the issue on the international port city and the maritime-related development, as well as its social dynamics. We can determine the quality of socio-cultural condition of the City of Batam based on the findings on social resilience and nationalism categories (Table 4).

Table 4. Matrix of Relationship between Structural-Processual-Cultural Elements for Social Resilience and Culture of Nationalism Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Structural Element</th>
<th>Structural-Cultural Element</th>
<th>Cultural Element</th>
<th>Cultural-Processual Element</th>
<th>Processual Element</th>
<th>Processual-Structural Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformation (R)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation (R)</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>✔ (SC)</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>✔ (CP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>× (SP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption (R)</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>✔ (SC)</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>× (PS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security (N)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★ (SC)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice (N)</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>★ (SC)</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>× (CP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>× (SP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Governance (N)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★ (CS)</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>× (CP)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conversely, we should pay more attention to democratic stability. The local politics is the primary concern since the necessary infrastructures to provide clean water, sanitation management, waste treatments management have been available along with the progress of the city. The infrastructures are not only created a substantial structural element for coastal protection. The structural element shows that security and environmental governance are within the “good” category. It means there are rules and regulations and they have been socially accepted and well implemented. However, these two categories are also the most progressive in the processual element. The dynamics are high, and it is mainly due to the City’s strive to make a high standard international port city that also subjects to international regulations on environmental standards including safety and security. The high dynamics society also leads to continuous transformation has become a structured culture (SC), and where the good lesson learned becomes a processed culture (PC). The peace culture is flourishing since tolerance, multiculturalism, safety, and security are considered essential matters and have become the local identity that should be preserved and maintained. Being a part of a global citizen is a realization that has been well accepted by the residents, especially with their interactions with many foreigners who come to the City for business and pleasure. In this case, environmental governance and security fall in the structured culture (SC) criteria.

The need of having a livable city that provides more quality of living has been increasingly urgent. The residents of Batam through many social engagements urge the government to make this value into a more binding one. In this case, the cultured structure (CS) can be seen in environmental governance. The transformation category is also within the “the good” category in structured culture (SC) and processed culture (PC) criteria. We can say that the spirit to make progress to a better social resilience is always on the go, and the transformation has become the culture (C) of the society even though it might not be supported by swift responses of government in the term of adaptation and adoption that reflected in agile decision making. The development process in the City of Batam that strive to make the city into one of the showcases of Indonesian development makes the city continuously in its processual element (P), and it is where the culture of nationalism will continue to flourish as the people want to realize the City of Batam to stand equally with other modern cities.

Conversely, we should pay more attention to democratic stability. The local politics is the primary concern since there are some issues in the government policies create some confusion on the strategic mission of the city. Most of the informants show their concern in the processed structure (PS) of many favorable rules, regulations and government policies that may not lead to the economic benefit that can bounce the city back to its previous progress as one of the highest increasing economic level city in Indonesia. Majority of informants was also questioning the swift responses to the downturn economics and the lack of adaptation (structured processual tendency) and adoption (processed structural tendency) to the rapid industrial movement in the available education and skills training to create ready-to-work workforces. However, free people movement lead to many illegal residents in the City of Batam give more burden to the social condition in the city, including more demands on vocational education and training that suit the job openings. Social development policy that can support the innovation in social development is considered insufficient in comparison to the needs of the residents, in which based on its processed structural (PS) nature is the source of residents’ complaints.

The City of Batam has a good foundation as a created city from scratch to become an industrial city. In this case, the necessary infrastructures to provide clean water, sanitation management, waste treatments management have been available along with the progress of the city. The infrastructures are not only created a substantial structural element for the city but also create the culture of the city. This condition is reflected in the analysis results in Table 5. Unfortunately, there is a tendency to disregarding the rules in the residential area or the further area from the city center. It is where the structure is being processed (SP) based on various reasons. The limited environment condition of the City of Batam in which the islands and islets are very receptive to climate change makes the limited natural resources such as water need to be continuously maintained to be able to fulfill the need of the future generation. In addition to that, being an international port city, maintaining the top physical environment condition is very crucial to the sustainability of the city and its livelihood. The main concern on the maritime aspects for sustainable development is the plastic waste in the coastal area and other kinds of pollution drifted by the currents from the international waters. The good structural element for coastal protection is processed (SP) due to some parties who take advantages of this situation by not giving proper environmental protection.
Due to its prosperity, the City of Batam is still able to maintain its decent living standard. However, the shift in the industry should be given more attention. It is not only in the maritime-related industry aspect but also to other determinants in the support towards living and employment category. As an industrial city, loss of jobs will lead to more social problems related to safety and security. With the growing demography condition, this condition may lead to social unrest. With such condition, innovation in the economic situation is also a part of urban conflict management, and it involves and cannot be separated from investment, workforce, and development policies.

Table 5. The Matrix of Relationship between Structural-Processual-Cultural Elements for the Planet Section of the Sustainable Development Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Structural Element</th>
<th>Structural-Cultural</th>
<th>Cultural Element</th>
<th>Cultural-Processual</th>
<th>Processual</th>
<th>Processual-Structural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean water (E)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>✓ (SC)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★ (PC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitation (E)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid waste (E)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★ (SC)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>(PC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Waste (E)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★ (SC)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Protection (E)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>✓ (SC)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment and employment opportunity (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to make a decent living (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td>★ (SC)</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to social welfare (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support toward innovation (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime aspects for sustainable development (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>★</td>
<td>(PC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments (L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job training and skill training (L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>★ (SC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce policies (L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development policies (L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:  ❌ DECREASING/UNSUFFICIENT E – Environmental Protection and Degradation
        ◇ NORMAL S – Sustainable Consumption and Production
        ✔ INCREASING/SUFFICIENT L – Support for Living and Employment
        ★ GOOD

Locally, the grand idea in the City of Batam’s vision is to build a port city with an advanced society in terms of thinking, spirituality, and material wealth. Nationalism is interpreted related to the maritime culture and prosperity generated from the maritime industry. Therefore, it is not secluded, but it always seeks interaction among nations, in this case, foreign investments, in order to create prosperity that can be of benefits to the entire nation. According to the meta-analysis, community transformation with sufficient efforts supported by good governance is the most applicable in building social resilience and the culture of nationalism. Based on the analysis of the structural-processual-cultural elements, both industrial culture and island living has been immersed in the community despite the original hometown of the residents. However, the community still waits for guidance to do the transformation and social changes in order to achieve prosperity generated by the maritime industry from the government and other influential stakeholders. Despite the economic downturn, the community still strives to do their best for their islands and Indonesia in general. Based on this fact, we can state that the level of nationalism can be considered as very good.

In the national level, nationalism is often discussed more on aspects of love for the country, patriotism, and being loyal to the country. However, for City of Batam communities, nationalism does not have any correlation with staying in the country or being secluded locally. Located in the state border area, with Singapore and Malaysia as
neighbors, the geographical distance to other countries is shorter than to the central government of Indonesia. Despite the better economic condition that offered overseas, City of Batam still has its attachment and people willing to serve for better development of their city. In this case, social resilience can be seen as striving efforts to match up with Singapore (85% of the respondents) or match up with Johor, Malaysia (62% of the respondents). The most discussed issues in order to increase community resilience are security and justice, environmental governance for island development, and democratic stability with clear guidance of development policies from the central government. We should see that for the regional level and beyond, the efforts to match up with Singapore with various development ways shows a culture of regional nationalism. In this case, the City of Batam’s residents try their best collectively sharing their will to strive for the best and stands equally among other nations.

6. Conclusion

We conclude that increased social resilience has impacts on the determinants of building a culture of nationalism. Increased social resilience is due to social transformation and efforts to make a better transformation, social resilience adoption and adaption, as well as social capacity building through many aspects of development efforts as well as interaction with many nations.

Development in economic aspects and political powers cannot be separated in the discussion of building a culture of nationalism since an increased culture of nationalism also creates feedback to increased social resilience and giving more spirit to create better social resilience. A sense of nationalism is also a part of building society's social resilience as well, and nationalism is not correlated with the place of living but to the efforts of citizen participation in sustainable development. Therefore, the development may lead to creating sustainable social resilience, and by creating collective participation and knowledge in developing social resilience, the residents are also participating in building a culture that is able to activate social justice along with other citizens of Indonesia, or building a culture of nationalism as intended for nation building as mentioned by Indonesia's Founding Father.

However, further research is needed on the in-depth insight of changing development that affects determinants of social and economic development locally, nationally, and regionally. Since these dynamics are highly interconnected with political nuance, social resilience may show other transformation and adaptation in how people perceive the culture of nationalism and sustainable development.
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